The Custody Protocol

The Case for Custody
In need of custody solutions
Bitcoin investing
§ Bitcoins are easy to buy on
exchanges, but to leave them
there has proved to be unsafe
(multiple hacks and incidents)
§ If you do not own your
bitcoins’ private key, then
those bitcoins are not yours
§ Bitcoin financial sovereignty:
“be your own bank!” but
unfortunately bitcoin safe
storage is quite technical

§ Institutional investors: safe
custody is not their core business.
Traditional financial custody
practices are for assets that cannot
be stolen and are ill-suited for
crypto-assets with irreversible
transactions
§ High-net-worth individuals:
threat model (coercion, violence,
ransom, etc.)
§ Non-technical individuals: needs
reliable intermediaries

The need for
crypto
assets’
custodians
and digital
vaults is
exploding
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Available Custody Solutions
Some companies have developed custody solutions, in particular:

Coinbase Custody

Bakkt

Fidelity Digital Asset

Gemini Custody

Market leader.
In 2019 Coinbase
acquired Xapo
institutional business.

Custody service for
Bakkt’s physically
delivered futures.
It is available even to
all institutions.

Institutional solution
for crypto currencies
custody. Available
even to European
institutions

Institutional-grade
crypto storage. Pilot
Project with State
Street.

They practice (to varying degrees) “security by obscurity”
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Our Solution: An Open Standard For Custody
1. Define a public protocol

2. Develop a proprietary
implementation of the protocol with:

§ Open standard
§ Fully auditable
§ Peer reviewed
Avoid “security by obscurity”

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Periodic proof-of-reserve
Insurance guarantee scheme
Canary alert to detect distress
Multi-location worldwide operations
Multi-signature
Secure Hardware Device to sign
transactions
Multi Secure Hardware vendor for
risk mitigation
Two-level solution
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Two-level Frozen Wallet/Cold Wallet
Client

§ The client wants to put his bitcoin in CheckSig
Custody
§ The Federation is a set of different (e.g. five)
legal entities, managing the Frozen Wallet. Each
entity has a customized (locked-down) secure
hardware device that can move coins only if:
§ authorized by CheckSig

Federation

CheckSig

§ coins go to the Cold Wallet and/or back to
Frozen Wallet
§ m-of-n legal entities approve it (e.g. 3-of-5)
§ The Cold Wallet is managed by CheckSig. It can
move coins only if 2-of-3 CheckSig agents sign
the transaction, usually moving coins to:
§ the client, upon his/her withdrawal request

Multi-signature
3-of-5
Frozen Wallet

Multi-signature
2-of-3
Cold Wallet
Insurance guarantees by
Cattolica Assicurazioni

§ the Frozen Wallet (if, for whatever reason,
the withdrawal request turns out to be
illegitimate)
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The Transactions Flows
Client
§1 The client moves his/her coins to the Federation
Frozen Wallet
§2 At regular intervals, Federation agents sign an
unlock and redeposit transaction that:

1

Federation

CheckSig

2

§

move the coins requested for withdrawal by
the client from the Frozen Wallet to an
address controlled by the Cold Wallet

§

moves all remaining coins under custody in
the Frozen Wallet to another new address
controlled by the Frozen Wallet itself: this
serves as public verifiable proof-of-reserve

3

§3 CheckSig has up to 7 days for security checks.
Then:
Multi-signature
3-of-5
Frozen Wallet

Multi-signature
2-of-3
Cold Wallet
Insurance guarantees by
Cattolica Assicurazioni

§

if everything is in order, it forwards the
coins to the client (withdrawal transaction)

§

in the event of a problem, it moves the
coins back to the Frozen Wallet (redeposit
transaction)
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The Recovery Process
Client

Federation

Multi-signature
3-of-5
Frozen Wallet

CheckSig

Multi-signature
2-of-3
Cold Wallet
Insurance guarantees by
Cattolica Assicurazioni

CheckSig

Multi-signature
2-of-3
Recovery Process

The Recovery Process is
a 2-of-3 multisignature setup
managed by CheckSig,
only used in disaster
recovery scenarios: if
the coins under custody
do not move for a long
inactivity period, they
can be moved (i.e.
recovered) using the
Recovery Process
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Frozen Wallet: Federation Level
Multi-entities Federation
Federation

Coins can be moved only:
1. if authorized by CheckSig
2. to Frozen Wallet and/or Cold Wallet addresses
3. if signed by m-of-n Federation agents

Multi-signature 3-of-5
Frozen Wallet

§ A set of different (five) legal
entities
§ Each entity has a customized
(locked-down) secure
hardware device that can
only move coins to Cold Wallet
(unlock) or back to Frozen
Wallet itself (redeposit)
§ To move the coins, 3-of-5
signatures are required
§ Legal entities / secure
hardware devices are
geographically distributed
§ Unlock and redeposit happens
on a periodic (e.g. monthly)
base
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The Federation Agents

Federation

§ Studio Avella: Accounting Company
§ Intesi Group: Certification Authority
§ ParTec: Tech Consultancy Company

Multi-signature
3-of-5
Frozen Wallet

§ Tinkl.it: Bitcoin Payment System
§ The Rock Trading: Crypto Exchange
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Cold Wallet: CheckSig Level
Multi-signature CheckSig
CheckSig

§ Managed by CheckSig
§ Off-the-shelf secure
hardware devices with no
limitation; it will usually
move coins to client wallets
or back to the Frozen Wallet
§ To move the coins, 2-of-3
signatures are required

Coins can be moved only:
1. after 7 days since receiving them
2. if signed by 2-of-3 CheckSig agents

Multi-signature 2-of-3
Cold Wallet

§ The hardware devices are
geographically distributed
and is safe locations
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Disaster Recovery Process
CheckSig Recovery Process
CheckSig

§ Managed by CheckSig
§ Off-the-shelf secure
hardware devices with no
limitation, but coins can
only be moved after a
long inactivity period

• Frozen Wallet coins can be moved only:
1. if not moved for a long period
2. if signed by 2-of-3 CheckSig agents
• Cold Wallet coins can be moved only:
1. if signed by 2-of-3 CheckSig agents

Multi-signature 2-of-3
Recovery Process

§ To move the coins, 2-of-3
signatures are required
§ The hardware devices are
geographically distributed
and is safe locations
§ Used to recover coins if the
Frozen Wallet loses its 4-of-7
quorum or the Cold Wallet
loses its 2-of-3 quorum
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Insurance, Compliance, and Certifications
Insurance:
§ Insurance guarantees by SATEC Underwriting (Cattolica Assicurazioni)
§ First and only italian insurance contract in the crypto-currency world
Compliance:
§ Compliant with best standards of KYC/AML/CFT
Attestation:
§ Agreement with Service Auditor to start SOC 1 and SOC 2 attestation
procedure
§ SOC reports are auditing procedures that provide objective reports on
the security of the company internal organization and clients data
management
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CheckSig Custody: Hardware Security
Multi Secure Hardware vendor for risk mitigation:
§

Signed support agreement with
Ledger (the biggest and more
secure hardware wallet vendor)
and CryptoAdvance

§

Under consideration: Cold Card
and/or Cobo Vault
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www.checksig.io

info@checksig.io

Nothing in this document constitutes an offer to buy or sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell, any financial instruments. It is not intended to represent the conclusive terms and conditions of any security or transaction, nor to
notify you of any possible risks, direct or indirect, in undertaking such a transaction. No entity in CheckSig shall be responsible for any loss whatsoever sustained by any person who relies on this document.
Nessun contenuto presente in questo documento costituisce e deve essere inteso come offerta all’acquisto o alla vendita o sollecitazione all’investimento in relazione a strumenti finanziari e non è inteso a rappresentare i termini e le
condizioni definitivi di ogni strumento finanziario ovvero di ogni offerta avente ad oggetto strumenti finanziari, né i rischi diretti od indiretti connessi alla stessa offerta. Nessuna entità di CheckSig è responsabile delle perdite
sostenute da una persona che si affida a questo documento.

